
Phil 110: Encountering the Real                   Spring 2014 
Instructor: Jacob Rump 

 
 
 

First Critical Writing Assignment: on Clifford’s “The Ethics of Belief” 
(worth 15% of overall grade) 

 
Due in hard copy at the beginning of class on Wednesday, 1/29/14 

 
Write a paper of 400-500 words (no longer than 2 typed pages, double spaced, in 11 or 12-point 
standard font) responding to the prompt below. You do not need to do any research for these 
papers beyond the assigned class reading. Papers MUST include citations of specific passages 
from the course text according to MLA style guidelines. 
 
The grading rubric that will be used for all writing assignments can be found in Appendix 1 of 
the syllabus (available online in Learning Studio). In addition to the grading rubric, please also 
be sure to review Appendix 2 on plagiarism. 
 
Information on MLA Citation style can be found at the following web address: 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/  

 

 
Be sure to present a unified and coherent argument that shows your own philosophical thinking, 
and does not merely summarize the readings or our class discussion. I am happy to look at drafts 
of thesis statements or outlines, or to discuss paper ideas with you via email, but I will not 
consult with you regarding the substantive content of your papers during the final 48 hours 
before they are due.   
 
 

Prompt: 
According to W.K. Clifford, people who do not have time for “the long course of study which 
would be necessary to make [them] in any degree… competent judge[s] of certain questions, or 
even able to understand the nature of the arguments… should have no time to believe.” Explain 
in your own words what you think he means by this. Do you agree with his conclusion?  Why or 
why not?  If you agree, state your reasons why, and show how at least one of Clifford’s own 
arguments offers support for your evaluation.  If you disagree, state your reasons for disagreeing, 
and explain how you would refute at least one of Clifford’s claims that might be used against 
your position. Be sure your analysis and explanation is backed up by specific references to the 
text, and be careful to explain your position and the reasoning that supports it as clearly as 
possible, avoiding overly broad generalizations and “strawmen.” 


